
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a client relationship specialist.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for client relationship specialist

Coordinates with internal and external teams to on-board new account
relationships regarding information collection, documentation and approval
compilation, open accounts and fund accounts
Supervises team that may include Relationship Associate (RA), Relationship
Specialist, and/or Admin
Leads the performance appraisal process, which includes gathering input
from stakeholders, preparing and delivering reviews
Provides support and leadership to team, manages timecard approval
process and coordinate time away requests
Provides subject matter expertise and training as needed
Represents the teams’ interests to Management
Ability to negotiate solutions requiring cooperation with others to achieve
satisfactory results for all involved (which may include any combination of
client/company/Advisor or others)
Work independently under pressure with minimum supervision setting own
work goals and delegating tasks when necessary
Answering all inbound phone calls, e-mails, and chats that come into the
Pronto team with a positive attitude every time, ensuring our clients are left
with a timely and memorable experience
Identifying and understanding the Client’s issue and needs in order to quickly
escalate them over to the appropriate team to finalize the solution for the
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Qualifications for client relationship specialist

Bachelor’s degree in Business, or related field, preferred or 1+ years in client
relationship management Intermediate Excel skills
Experience in sales tracking software, Act! preferred
Spend 25% to 30% of working time, calling Professional Banking clients
Prospect mid-market sized businesses with $2 to $10 million in revenue,
analyze and identify business challenges and opportunities solving them
using fact-based analysis to make strategic recommendations
Teller/FSR/Customer Service experience required
Requires initiative and ability to recognize retention opportunities


